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Abstract—Recently, blockchain radio access network (B-RAN)
arises as an innovative paradigm for the sixth-generation (6G)
wireless communications to build cooperative trust, aggregate
wireless resources, and schedule inter- and intra-network tasks
among independent network entities. It establishes an open plat-
form based on blockchain to provide diverse wireless services and
applications, such as radio access, Internet of Things (IoT), and
mobile-edge computing, via trusted interactions with enhanced
security and efficiency. As a distinctive feature, B-RAN enables
secure and efficient resource sharing and trading by aggregating,
pooling, and coordinating resources from multiple resource hosts
and owners across subnetworks. Therefore, an implementable
architecture along with various functional modules shall be deli-
cately designed. This work aims to establish a unified architecture
with enhanced efficiency, security, compatibility, and flexibility
for resource sharing and trading in B-RAN. Specifically, we
develop a six-layer architecture that incorporates a number of
novel features, such as enhanced blockchain structures, secure
interaction methods, efficient service mechanisms, and scalable
transaction patterns. We design a number of pluggable functional
modules in each layer to support diverse functions, services, and
applications of resource sharing and trading. Finally, we imple-
ment a practical prototype based on the layered architecture
for resource-limited devices. Multiple experiments are presented
to verify the performance of the proposed architecture from
different aspects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE EXPONENTIAL growth of diverse wireless devices
and increasing network scale, density, heterogeneity, and

complexity have brought tremendous pressure on wireless
networks with limited scarce resources, which has accel-
erated the deployment of the fifth-generation (5G) mobile
communication system and expedited the evolution toward the
sixth-generation (6G) era. Due to the separation and isolation,
both physically and logically, between various network enti-
ties, such as communication infrastructures, Internet of Things
(IoT) devices, and wireless service equipment, many inter-
and intra-network tasks, such as resource sharing and trading,
data interactions, device access and authentication, information
tracking, and supervision, are hindered by a number of secu-
rity and trust problems [1]. Recently, blockchain has been
introduced to establish trust between independent network
entities, enforce secure interactions of network participants,
and flexibly coordinate and manage wireless resources [2]–[4].

Blockchain technology, initiated in [5], inherently lends
itself to store, secure, and operate data in a distributed
way while having high credibility in guaranteeing the
information integrity and security and the interests of par-
ticipants [6], [7]. Naturally, blockchain arises as a rem-
edy to solve trust problems of multisided interactions in
various areas, such as finance, logistics, voting, health-
care, and also wireless networks [1]. Indeed, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)1 and a number of
whitepapers and reports [1], [8]–[12] have foreseen the crit-
ical role of blockchain in future 6G wireless communica-
tions. The recent advancements of Blockchain-as-a-Service
(BaaS) [13] and blockchain market [14], [15] have propelled
blockchain to transform into a service-oriented multisided
platform (MSP) [16], which makes blockchain eligible for
coordinating multilateral business and managing large-scale
services. Xiong et al. [17], [18] proposed edge computing
solutions for blockchain applications in mobile networks and

1https://www.mwcbarcelona.com/, accessed May 2021.
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Fig. 1. Overview of resource sharing and trading in B-RAN.

provided practical and economic insights for resource man-
agement and pricing in mobile blockchains. The work [19]
developed a blockchain-based trust mechanism and a deep-
reinforcement-learning-based computation resource allocation
algorithm to improve network security, edge utility, and com-
putational performance.

Notably, toward a trustworthy and secure MSP for 6G wire-
less networks, blockchain radio access network (B-RAN) [2]
was proposed to establish cooperative trust among inherently
untrusted network entities without any middleman and create
an extensive network of subnetworks [1]. B-RAN manages
network access, authentication, authorization, and accounting
via trusted interactions with enhanced security and efficiency.
By now, a lot of literature has studied and analyzed B-RAN
regarding its features, applications, and performance. The
B-RAN paradigm for 6G and its potential application sce-
narios was discussed at length in [1] and [20]. The security
and latency tradeoff of B-RAN were analytically character-
ized in [21]. A basic B-RAN service workflow was designed
in [22] with some prototype tests. The work [23] proposed
a secure blockchain-based multihop data routing protocol. A
secure grant-free access mechanism named hash access was
developed and analyzed in [24] and [25].

This work focuses on how to construct B-RAN to facili-
tate aggregating, pooling, and coordinating wireless resources,
e.g., spectrum, computation, and storage or even infras-
tructures, from multiple hosts and owners across networks,
and enabling secure and efficient sharing and trading in
wireless networks. As shown in Fig. 1, the resource
sharing and trading in B-RAN involves massive interac-
tions both inside and between a group of resource hosts
and owners and heterogeneous user devices, which, con-
sequently, requires a practical and efficient architecture.
However, a number of challenges have to be overcome the
following.

1) When the blockchain is applied in wireless networks
with heterogeneous devices and limited resources, a
lightweight architecture design should be considered

to reduce the overall energy consumption and increase
efficiency [26].

2) The resource hosts and owners in B-RAN require
secure methods to aggregate, pool, and coordinate
resources.

3) In B-RAN, resource requests can be conveniently ful-
filled via smart contracts, but power-limited mobile
devices cannot handle the intensive computation for
creation, transmission, validation, and storage of smart
contracts.

4) Resource services and applications are built upon trust
between network entities, whereas their efficiency is
still constrained by lengthy block confirmations and
redundant blockchain structures.

5) The scalability of B-RAN is limited by complex on-
chain operations of traditional blockchains.

6) The consensus in B-RAN should be flexibly con-
figured to adapt to diverse resource services and
applications with different security, latency, and com-
plexity requirements.

7) A suitable mechanism is required to assure and super-
vise the reliable and honest actions of all network
participants. Due to the above problems, most existing
blockchain architectures and techniques are not read-
ily applicable to B-RAN. That is why a dedicated and
practical architecture design is needed.

This work aims to establish a unified architecture with
enhanced efficiency, security, compatibility, and flexibility for
resource sharing and trading in B-RAN. Specifically, we
develop a six-layer architecture that incorporates a number
of novel features, such as enhanced blockchain structures,
secure interaction methods, efficient service mechanisms, and
scalable transaction patterns. The layered architecture can sim-
plify the functionalities of resource sharing and trading in
B-RAN by breaking them into smaller and more manageable
units, offering greater flexibility and interoperability. Further,
we design a number of pluggable functional modules in each
layer to support diverse functions, services, and applications
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Fig. 2. Technical layers of the designed architecture.

of resource sharing and trading. The contributions of this work
are summarized as follows.

1) We use a lightweight, pluggable, and efficient design
in the six-layer architecture of B-RAN, and reduce

the extra capital and operating expenditure for
deployment.

2) We introduce the concept of the virtual service provider
(VSP) that unites multiple service providers (SPs) in
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B-RAN into one virtualized blockchain-based entity for
load balancing and efficient resource sharing.

3) We develop a novel smart contract structure, namely, the
key-value smart contract, to reduce the transmission and
storage overhead in services.

4) We propose a fast smart contract deployment (FSCD)
mechanism to shorten the block confirmation period of
resource services and safeguard the trading history.

5) We design an enhanced hash time-locked contract
(eHTLC) mechanism based on off-chain technologies
for scalable and efficient resource sharing and trading
in B-RAN.

6) We encapsulate consensus mechanisms of B-RAN as
pluggable consensus modules to achieve more flex-
ible configurations for diverse resource services and
applications.

7) We categorize the B-RAN participants into four roles
and use a blockchain-based method to supervise their
behavior, and we involve a group of intelligent main-
tainers in multiple complex B-RAN tasks.

8) We implement a portable and energy-efficient proto-
type to evaluate the overall performance of the designed
architecture against an Ethereum-based implementation
as a benchmark.

The following sections are organized as follows.
Section II overviews the six-layer B-RAN architecture,
and Sections III–VIII describe the key modules in each layer.
We implement a prototype based on the proposed architecture
and present experimental results in Section IX. Finally,
Section X summarizes this article.

II. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

As illustrated in Fig. 2, we design a practical and efficient
architecture for resource sharing and trading in B-RAN from
a systematic perspective. In this section, we will overview the
functionalities and components of these six layers.

A. Data Layer

The data layer includes two sublayers. The storage sublayer
provides basic operations, such as storing, reading, and writ-
ing in B-RAN. These data operations are physically related
to the memory chips inside the user equipment (UE), and
thus the storage sublayer is an interface connecting the hard-
ware devices to the other layers. We exploit a lightweight
database in this sublayer by adopting the key-value stor-
age database (KVSDB), such as LevelDB2 and RocksDB.3

Differing from commonly used relational databases, KVSDBs
consume fewer memory and computation resources and thus
are suitable for mobile scenarios. Furthermore, a customized
filesystem is included in B-RAN as an encapsulation of
the interfaces provided by KVSDBs for supporting ordinary
database operations, fault recovery, and broken/irrelevant data
identification.

2https://github.com/google/leveldb/blob/master/doc/index.md, accessed
May 2021.

3https://rocksdb.org/, accessed May 2021.

The other sublayer, the structure sublayer, defines the basic
data structures in B-RAN. It interprets the data from the
storage sublayer and organizes them into several predefined
structures for the upper layers. We set up six modules in the
structure sublayer as follows.

1) The data structure module defines a plural of funda-
mental structures, such as array, queue, stack, and so
forth.

2) We define an efficientblockchain structure formed by a
chain of properly designed blocks (see Section III-B).

3) The wireless resources in B-RAN are digitized and vir-
tualized to be digitized assets (DAs) by the resource
module to facilitate quick trading via smart contracts
(see Section III-A).

4) The account manager preserves identity information
(e.g., account registration, address, and status) and rel-
evant properties (e.g., user-owned resources and trading
tokens) in the blockchain.

5) Messages (e.g., transactions and key-value smart con-
tracts) in B-RAN, before recorded by the blockchain,
are temporarily stored in the message pool (see
Section III-C).

6) The event and event sequence define standard formats
for blockchain consensus and delivery between modules
and entities. (See Section III for more details.)

B. Link Layer

The link layer is composed of the access control sublayer
and tunnel sublayer. The access control sublayer handles com-
munications between the UEs of B-RAN participants. We
set up the physical link interface for communications within
a subnetwork in B-RAN. The physical link interface mod-
ule supports data transmissions between B-RAN participants
according to predefined communication protocols that may
vary among subnetworks, and decides the access protocol
based on the features of the scenario or the distributed content.
For example, the hash access proposed in [24] can be adopted
for short-packet grant-free random access in the IoT scenario.

The tunnel sublayer is a medium between the network layer
and access control sublayer, providing a safe and efficient tun-
nel for transactions and resource authorizations in B-RAN.
B-RAN participants shall first request resources through the
tunnel sublayer before requesting access via the access control
sublayer. The tunnel sublayer is responsible for specifying the
basic transaction procedures and securing the resource autho-
rizations between two entities. In this sublayer, we design a
security kit including many effective security solutions, e.g.,
the zero-knowledge proof, elliptic curve cryptography, and
identity obfuscation, to safeguard the transmission data. We
also set up the layer-2 channel for scalable transactions in
B-RAN (Section IV-A). Based on the layer-2 channel, we pro-
pose the eHTLC mechanism to achieve secure and efficient
B-RAN resource authorization (Section IV-B).

C. Network Layer

The aim of the network layer is to maintain data consis-
tency among network nodes, regulate the nodes’ behaviors,
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Composition of blockchain components. (a) Block and blockchain. (b) Message and message pool. (c) Event and event sequence.

and define how they connect to and communicate with each
other. It provides the networking support for the consensus and
trading layers and delivers messages from the upper layers to
the link layer. In the network layer, we categorize the network
nodes in B-RAN into four roles and introduce the role contract
to declare the rights and obligations of different roles, which
are supervised by the permission manager (Section V-A). We
further introduce the concept of SPvirtualization to benefit
B-RAN from the pooling principle (Section V-B). We develop
an eHTLC-based multihop manager for resource authorization
and aggregation through multiple nodes in B-RAN.

Furthermore, we design a node controller, including two
submodules named the storage controller and the network
connector, to define how network nodes store data and con-
nect to each other. The storage controller stores messages and
account data by Merkle-Patricia [27] trees within blockchains
and compresses the aged blocks (the blocks that have received
a large number of confirmations) for saving the storage space
on resource-constrained mobile devices. In the network con-
nector, we use a transmission protocol based on RLPx4 to
broadcast messages. The protocol prioritizes the node discov-
ery and data transmission with network nodes at the same tier
with appropriate roles in order to expedite the transmission
and enhance network connectivity. Additionally, we specify a
time synchronizer to calibrate the global time for the whole
architecture and reduce exceptions caused by time misalign-
ment. It can adopt a time calibration method based on trusted
satellite broadcast [28].

D. Consensus Layer

The consensus layer, along with the above trading layer,
supports the basic operation of blockchains and the core
functionalities of B-RAN services. In the consensus layer,
intelligent maintainers of B-RAN blockchains not only work
with the consensus compiler to enforce consensus processes
and validate the data and requests but also optimize resources

4https://github.com/ethereum/devp2p/blob/master/rlpx.md, accessed May
2021.

assignment and allocation from proper SPs to requested clients
for network efficiency (see Section VI-B). In this layer, we
design the pluggable consensus so that B-RAN blockchains
can flexibly switch to suitable consensus mechanisms. The
pluggable consensus module is also responsible for register-
ing, starting, and stopping the pluggable consensus operating
on UEs. We introduce a consensus event manager to help the
pluggable consensus module handle communications during
consensus processes (see Section VI-A).

E. Trading Layer

Collaborating with the consensus layer, the trading layer
is designed to safeguard resource exchanging, accelerate B-
RAN services, and provide B-RAN participants with reliable
and open access resource information. In this layer, we design
four smart-contract-based modules, namely, the smart contract
compiler, the information exchange platform (IEP), the user
service manager, and the FSCDmechanism. The smart con-
tract compiler (Section VII-A) is a key module that compiles
the B-RAN key-value smart contracts into machine-readable
codes. For quick contract deployment, we propose the FSCD
in the trading layer (Section VII-B). Meanwhile, to facilitate
resource trading, we establish the IEP as an open, public,
and regulated market (Section VII-C). Furthermore, we intro-
duce the user service manager for handling client-oriented
businesses (e.g., service request, schedule, validation, and
complaint) and connecting the application layer with the IEP,
to protect the rights and interests of B-RAN participants.

F. Application Layer

The application layer connects the B-RAN users and the
underlying layers. In this layer, we design four user-oriented
tools, including distributed application, advanced console,
lightweight executable, and test units, to better operate the
user inputs (e.g., service requests, preference settings, etc.) and
visualize critical information and real-time status of B-RAN
for both ordinary users and developers.
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III. DATA LAYER: FUNDAMENTAL UNITS

A. DA

First, we introduce the concept of the DA as the basic
element in B-RAN to represent the resources, e.g., spec-
tra, computation, storage, energy, infrastructure, and data.
Participants in B-RAN can quickly generate and easily virtual-
ize network resources via classifying, tagging, and serializing
DAs. Participants could generate an access code, a fixed-length
serial code linked to a specific DA, to authorize resources to
the other entities in B-RAN. During the trading, the DA access
codes are recorded and secured by the blockchain.

B. Block and Blockchain

The block and blockchain are the backbone of the proposed
architecture. As shown in Fig. 3, we categorize the block
data into three fields, i.e., basic data, core data, and extra
data fields. The basic data field defines the fundamental
information of a block, such as the block height, block times-
tamp, and hash pointer to the previous block. To accommodate
multiple pluggable consensus mechanisms (Section VI-A),
we also define the consensus name and consensus proof in
this field.5 The core data field records user account and
transaction data in the form of Merkle-Patricia trees [27].
The extra data field includes, e.g., current B-RAN version,
geolocation information, etc., and can be neglected by some
resource-constrained UEs.

In B-RAN, we adopt a novel two-tier blockchain struc-
ture [20]. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the lower tier blockchains
are set up according to geographic locations and mainly pro-
cess service requests and tackle regional businesses, while the
blockchain at the upper tier records the digest data of lower
tier blockchains and dispatches interregional businesses.

C. Message and Message Pool

As shown in Fig. 3(b), messages in B-RAN include trans-
actions and smart contracts. Smart contracts are important
tools for automating resource sharing, allocating, and trad-
ing in B-RAN, and they can record service details, enforce
services, and provide traceable receipts. In order to mini-
mize the cost of storing, verifying, and executing contracts,
we design a new smart contract structure for B-RAN named
the key-value smart contract (which will be further discussed
in Section VII-A). As shown in Fig. 3(b), the key-value smart
contract is written in a simple syntax that only requires several
critical information fields, e.g., resource type, resource price,
and traders’ information from the service requesters. The trans-
actions in B-RAN are based on standards in Ethereum [29]
and Hyperledger Fabric [30] and are also vital to the proce-
dures in Sections IV-B and VII-B. We use the message pool
to store and manage messages that have not been recorded by
the blockchain.

5If a Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus is adopted, the consensus name is
PoW and the consensus proof is the nonce.

D. Event and Event Sequence

We introduce the concept of the event as a trigger for
state transitions of every procedure in B-RAN. As demon-
strated in Fig. 3(c), a typical event contains the identity
of a sender, a receiver, and an abstract of the procedure.
We divide events into two classes: 1) the consensus event
and 2) the mechanism event. The consensus event, orga-
nized and handled by the consensus event manager (see
Section VI-A), is designed to propel and synchronize the con-
sensus process across the B-RAN network. The mechanism
event is used to handle the other tasks, such as interlayer or
intralayer function calls, transaction initiation, smart contract
creation, and so forth. Meanwhile, we define the events occur-
ring in UEs as internally triggered events and those requir-
ing interentity transmissions as externally triggered events,
which will be sent to other participants after created. All
received events are stored and processed in an event sequence
in order.

IV. LINK LAYER: ENTITY INTERACTIONS

A. Layer-2 Channel

We introduce the layer-2 channel to improve the scalability
of resource sharing and trading in B-RAN. The scalability
issue has hindered the development of blockchain toward
large-scale applications. Financial systems like VISA can
reach tens of thousands of transactions per second (TPS),6

whereas Bitcoin and Ethereum are usually below 7 TPS and 15
TPS, respectively [31]. To solve this problem, we use the layer-
2 channel, also known as an off-chain trading technique, to
accelerate transactions and service requests of resource sharing
and trading in B-RAN for higher TPS.

We adopt the lightning channel to retain the decentraliza-
tion benefits and compatibility of blockchain protocols [32].
To facilitate fast trading, the lightning channel requires both
participants to initiate a standard multisignature blockchain
transaction (also known as a blockchain-based vault), where
both sides deposit a certain amount of tokens. Afterward,
both participants may conduct off-chain trades by reaching a
tamper-resistant revocable sequence maturity contract (RSMC)
between them. Note that the “contract” here does not refer to
a blockchain smart contract but an off-chain mutual agree-
ment enabled by scripts. The RSMC is a dual commitment
involving two paired commitment transactions that include the
latest balance of two parties. The RSMC held by both sides
must appear in pairs at each time of their off-chain trade, and
the withdrawal conditions of tokens in each RSMC are more
beneficial to the other participant. The malicious behaviors of
one side would be punished by the withdrawal conditions in
the other side’s holding RSMC. Since the RSMCs can limit
dishonest behaviors without relying on on-chain operations,
participants do not need to upload RSMCs to the blockchain
immediately.

By deploying lightning channels into B-RAN, we enable
B-RAN to process massive transactions and service requests

6https://usa.visa.com/run-your-business/small-business-tools/retail.html,
accessed May 2021.
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Fig. 4. Structure and workflow of the eHTLC in B-RAN.

of resource sharing and trading with enhanced efficiency.
The layer-2 channel in the link layer can control lightning
channels’ status between nodes and even provide available
multihop routing formed by several lightning channels.

B. eHTLC

In B-RAN, resource authorization often involves two secu-
rity concerns: 1) during the trading, both participants want
their trading resources protected from fraud and theft and
2) trades are expected to be swiftly settled and fully traceable.
To address these concerns, we propose the eHTLC mechanism
as an upgraded version of HTLC [32]. When a client requests
a DA from an SP or a VSP, the eHTLC can be used to establish
trust and enforce a secure exchange between them.

Fig. 4 shows the structure and workflow of eHTLC in B-
RAN. In the original HTLC [32], when a payer promises
some tokens to a payee, the payee cannot retrieve the fee
in the HTLC unless it correctly solves a puzzle asked by
the payer within a given time. Otherwise, the trade is can-
celed. Now, the eHTLC replaces the meaningless puzzle with
a DA-related riddle to secure resource trading in B-RAN. As
shown in Fig. 4, the eHTLC has a hash lock (HL) represented
by an irreversible value of a hash riddle h(enc(DA, PKbuyer)).
The tokens in eHTLC can only be retrieved by using the cor-
rect key enc(DA, PKbuyer) to the HL within a time lock (TL).
Otherwise, the tokens would be refunded to the buyer after
the TL expires. The TL, represented by an expired time td,
could be a period of time (e.g., 1 h from now) or a number
of succeeding blocks (e.g., six blocks from now).

Both HL and TL are related to the trading DA. Therefore,
we can express an RSMC with eHTLC output as

RSMC(HL, TL, Bseller, Bbuyer, BeHTLC)

where Bseller and Bbuyer are the balances of the seller and
buyer, respectively, and BeHTLC is the rest of tokens in the

eHTLC. In the following, we show a detailed procedure of
the resource trade based on the eHTLC.

1) Step 1: Before an off-chain trading, the seller and buyer
have to establish a lightning channel between them by
funding m0 and n0 tokens, respectively, to their multisig-
nature address. Denote mj and nj (mj + nj = m0 + n0),
as the balance of seller and buyer after the jth off-chain
trade.

2) Step 2: In the jth trade, the buyer requests an avail-
able DA with price p via eHTLC. Then, the seller uses
the public key of buyer to generate a hash lock HL =
h(enc(DA, PKbuyer)), and sends it back to the buyer. The
HL can only be unlocked by the key enc(DA, PKbuyer).

3) Step 3: Both the buyer and seller create a new RSMC
that transfers p tokens from the buyer’s balance to the
eHTLC output. The RSMC gets updated and becomes

RSMC
(
h
(
enc

(
DA, PKbuyer

))
, td, mj−1, nj−1 − p, p

)

where the HL is h(enc(DA, PKbuyer)) and the TL is td.
Then, they attach the service request in step 2 and
exchange the paired RSMCs. The exchange enforces
both sides to behave honestly. As shown in the upper
part of Fig. 4, the tokens in the eHTLC output can be
withdrawn by the seller via the first unlock condition
(announcing the key enc(DA, PKbuyer) to HL) or by the
buyer via the second condition (waiting until the TL
expires).

4) Step 4: The seller provides the key of the HL,
enc(DA, PKbuyer), to the buyer before the TL runs
out. Then, the seller can get the resource fee p by
signing either RSMC and publish the correct key
enc(DA, PKbuyer) to claim the ownership of the tokens
in the eHTLC output.
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Fig. 5. Example of a failed service request detected by permission manager.

5) Step 5: The buyer uses its private key SKbuyer to decrypt
the DA by

DA = dec
(
enc

(
DA, PKbuyer

)
, SKbuyer

))
. (1)

6) Step 6: The buyer can upload its RSMC to the
blockchain to finish the trade, update the two partici-
pants’ online balance, and shut down the channel. Also,
they can keep the channel active and confirm their
trading results offline.

Now, we highlight two special situations as follows.
1) If the seller fails to give the key enc(DA, PKbuyer) before

the expired time td, the buyer can get a refund using the
second condition in the RSMC.

2) In case that the buyer has received the key but declares
it has not or just fails to respond, the seller should
announce its RSMC as soon as possible to get the fee
via the first condition; otherwise, the buyer may cheat
as the TL expires.

The eHTLC shows great potential to achieve safe and fast
DA authorization between sellers and buyers. It is also crit-
ical to the functions, such as data sharing and collaborative
task computing. For example, in eHTLC-based data sharing,
participants can share their data efficiently and without fear
of data tampering or eavesdropping. In all, the advantages of
eHTLC can be summarized as follows.

1) The eHTLC-based authorization is executed off the
chain, leading to a more efficient resource trading (in
milliseconds) than on-chain approaches.

2) The eHTLC mechanism can enforce both participants to
behave honestly and follow the predefined rules.

3) The key to the HL is encrypted using the buyer’s secret
key, and thus the DA cannot be obtained by other
participants.

4) The unlock conditions of the eHTLC can prevent the
participants from cheating and protect both participants’
legitimate interests.

V. NETWORK LAYER: NODES AND CONNECTIONS

A. Network Nodes and Attributes

In B-RAN, multiple nodes collaborate for diverse network
functionalities via proper network orchestration. To better

describe the behaviors of different B-RAN participants, we
categorize the network nodes in B-RAN into four basic roles
with their attributes according to their rights and obligations
as follows.

1) Owner: They have the ownership of resources in
B-RAN. Owners can lease or sell the resources in the
form of DAs.

2) SP: They purchase or lease DAs from owners, and fur-
ther reallocate, share, and distribute these resources to
clients via signing contracts.

3) Client: Ordinary users of wireless resources and
services.

4) Maintainer: Data validators and blockchain consen-
sus executors in B-RAN, similar to the “miners” in
traditional blockchains.

Note that the network nodes in B-RAN can play more than
one role and flexibly change the roles if necessary. For exam-
ple, a traditional network operator plays both roles of spectra
owners and SPs.

To regulate the rights and obligations of participants, we
define a special type of smart contracts, namely, role con-
tracts. As shown in Fig. 5, the role contracts are recorded
in the genesis block of blockchain with public addresses.
Moreover, considering that the role contracts might be updated
periodically, we introduce an amendment smart contract. The
amendment smart contracts are linked to the role contracts
as complements and only take effect after getting a certain
amount of approvals from B-RAN participants. All partici-
pants should refer to the latest amendment smart contracts as
the preference to avoid possible ambiguities.

Furthermore, the behaviors of different roles are supervised
and regulated by the permission manager. The permission man-
ager is designed to identify and stop digital actions that violate the
rights and obligations in role contracts. It can also reduce poten-
tial risks such as maliciously tampering with the service contract
and man-in-the-middle attacks. Participants should declare their
roles and the corresponding address of role contracts when
creating smart contracts and transactions in B-RAN.

We show an example of detecting a flawed service request
in Fig. 5. After both the client and SP fill in the ser-
vice information, they have to add the address of their
corresponding role contracts and then sign their respective
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Algorithm 1 eHTLC-Based Multihop Resource Trading Process in B-RAN
Input: a selected multihop route consisting of node accounts N = {N0, N1, . . . , Ni}, nodes’ balance after the (j − 1)-th

trade B(j − 1) = {B0(j − 1), B1(j − 1), . . . , Bi(j − 1)}, relay fees that nodes decide to charge at the j-th trade C(j) =
{C0(j), C1(j), . . . , Ci(j)}, process time that nodes need at the j-th trade D(j) = {D0(j), D1(j), . . . , Di(j)}, and request
REQ(t, p), where t is the ordered service time, p is the service price.

Output: nodes’ balance after the j-th trade B(j) = {B0(j), B1(j), . . . , Bi(j)}, DA.
1: N0 requests a service from Ni by sending request REQ(t, p);
2: Ni allocates a DA satisfying REQ(t, p);
3: Ni generates the HL of RSMC as h(enc(DA, PKN0 )) and sends to N0;
4: for k = 0 to i− 1 do
5: Nk sends an RSMC to Nk+1 and Nk+1 sends back a mirror RSMC with same parameters:

RSMC(h(enc(DA, PKN0)),

i−1∑

l=k

Dl(j), Bk+1(j− 1), Bk(j− 1)−
i−1∑

l=k+1

Cl(j), p+
i−1∑

l=k+1

Cl(j));

6: end for
7: for k = i to 1 do
8: Nk gives the key of the HL, enc(DA, PKN0 ), to Nk−1;
9: if k = i: Bk(j)← Bk(j− 1)+ p;

10: else: Bk(j)← Bk(j− 1)+ Ck(j);
11: end for
12: B0(j)← B0(j− 1)− p−∑i−1

l=1 Cl(j);
13: N0 retrieves the DA by performing dec(enc(DA, PKN0 ), SKN0 ).

parts using private keys. Next, they send the contract to the
maintainer network with their joint signature. Under the con-
trol of the permission manager, maintainers identify that the
client violates its obligation that all clients have to prepay suf-
ficient service fees, and therefore discard this request rather
than assembling it into a new block.

B. SP Virtualization

Now, we develop the concept of the VSP as a virtual entity
that connects a group of SPs in B-RAN and pools and shares
the wireless resources among these cooperative SPs. The VSP
breaks the physical and logical barriers between SPs and
makes available resources accessible to all B-RAN partici-
pants. When a client requests services from the VSP, it could
use the resource from a suitable SP of the VSP under uni-
fied management. The VSP decouples physical infrastructures
and digital representations to provide a virtual viewpoint to
the network participants and facilitates the SPs in B-RAN to
better cooperate with enhanced efficiency and security. From
a global point of view of B-RAN, the VSP can balance traffic
loads among all SPs. The VSP is also helpful to handle burst
traffics by rearranging and offloading traffic loads.

Technically, the VSP is established by a union of SPs
through a special smart contract of SP virtualization. Each
SP in B-RAN reaches a uniform service agreement and adds
its signature to the VSP smart contract before it becomes a
member of VSP. We demonstrate the working paradigm of a
VSP-enabled service request in Fig. 6. When a client requests
a service, the client would first contact the VSP and indicate
its demand for the service, e.g., its preferred resource, service
time, price, and information of peripheral SPs, via a transac-
tion. The transaction also contains the client’s prepaid service
fees and is sent to the VSP smart contract. Then, the VSP
smart contract would assign an eligible SP to provide service

Fig. 6. Pooling of SPs in B-RAN and its application paradigm.

for the client. After the service, the VSP would transfer the
service fees to the service SP’s account.

By leveraging the pooling principle that a larger shared
network formed by multiple subnetworks is more efficient
than the collection of smaller nonshared ones [33], the VSP
can establish strong cooperation among SPs, simplify their
resource management, enhance service performance, reduce
service costs, and better cope with burst traffics. Meanwhile,
clients can receive better quality of service from a union of SPs
without subscribing to a specific SP. The VSP endows B-RAN
with the capability of efficient resource coordination, fair load
balancing, and intelligent service scheduling. (An application
is introduced in Section V-C.)

C. Multihop eHTLC Manager

According to the previous section, when requesting services
from the VSP, the client would deposit the service fee in the
VSP account. To let the serving SP get paid and the client get
its required resource, we provide a multihop eHTLC manager
for multihop DA authorizations. The manager can implement
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Fig. 7. Illustration of a client-VSP-SP service based on the eHTLC-based
multihop mechanism.

the aforementioned client-VSP-SP services and is also appli-
cable to trading scenarios such as multihop resource leasing.
During multihop trading, one or more intermediate B-RAN
network nodes would participate based on several eHTLCs.
Assume that node N0 requests for a specific DA from nodes
connected to it via existing eHTLC-based channels, and Ni

(i > 1) is the only node who has the DA that N0 requires but
does not have a direct eHTLC-based channel connecting to N0.
In this case, for node N0 to get the DA, multiple intermediate
nodes have to be involved in the following two tasks.

1) Finding and creating a route based on eHTLC-based
channels from N0 to Ni.

2) Relaying the DA from Ni to N0, and transferring the ser-
vice fee from N0 to Ni based on eHTLCs. We summarize
the multihop eHTLC mechanism in Algorithm 1.

Further, we show an example where a client requests a ser-
vice from the VSP and illustrate the involved steps in Fig. 7.
Assume that the client and all available SPs in B-RAN are con-
nected to the VSP via the eHTLC-based channels introduced
in Section IV-B. Note that SPs can establish eHTLC-based
channels with the VSP when they first register as its members.
The request would go through the following steps.

1) The client first makes a resource request to the B-RAN
VSP, which then assigns an eligible serving SP to the
client.

2) The client prepares the resource fee for the serving SP
and the processing reward for the VSP.

3) The SP authorizes its resource to the client via two exist-
ing eHTLC-based channels, and the client transfers fees
to the VSP and serving SP. Moreover, as introduced in
Section V-B, the multihop eHTLC manager can work
with the VSP to establish secure routes for offloading
through several SPs according to Algorithm 1.

The multihop mechanism retains all merits of the eHTLC
mechanism and establishes firm cooperative trust among the
client, VSP, and SPs in B-RAN and is flexible to provide more
intelligent and diversified services.

VI. CONSENSUS LAYER: BLOCKCHAIN MAINTENANCE

A. Pluggable Consensus

We design the pluggable consensus to configure consensus
protocols in B-RAN flexibly. The pluggable consensus module
covers permissioned and permission-less protocols. The per-
missioned consensus, e.g., Tendermint [34] and PBFT [35],
has low energy consumption and high efficiency and can be

Fig. 8. Workflows of the pluggable PoW and PBFT consensus enabled by
the consensus event manager.

Fig. 9. Illustration of B-RAN intelligent maintainers.

adopted to handle regional services and small-scale businesses.
The permission-less consensus, e.g., PoW [5], PoS [36],
and PoD [24], usually highlights its openness and enhanced
security. It is suitable to be applied in large-scale and traffic-
intensive environments. In B-RAN, the lower tier and upper
tier blockchains can choose from these two types of consensus
based on security needs and traffic load in their deployed areas.
We use the consensus and consensus proof fields in blocks to
identify the adopted consensus. Besides, the pluggable consen-
sus can also be changed according to predefined rules, e.g.,
changing to the PBFT consensus if the average block size of
the last ten blocks exceeds a given value.

Further, we define a sequence of consensus events for each
pluggable consensus to identify the state transitions between
each consensus state. For example, the pluggable PoW consen-
sus in B-RAN contains five states and requires four consensus
events. The consensus events can assist B-RAN maintainers in
identifying and tracking the progress of an ongoing consensus.
We use the consensus event manager to interpret those events
and trigger state transitions on UEs. In Fig. 8, we demonstrate
the workflows of the pluggable PoW and PBFT consensus.
Each transition, marked as black arrows, is raised by a consen-
sus event, and the permissioned consensus mechanisms usually
have more externally triggered events than permission-less ones.

B. Intelligent Maintainers

Regulated by the permission manager, the B-RAN main-
tainers can do more than running consensus and managing
blockchains. They are a group of intelligent miners who can
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Fig. 10. Working paradigm of key-value smart contract compiler.

also validate node identities and service requests and identify
low-load or busy service areas.

This feature makes them not only driven by mining incen-
tives but also engage in network activities as B-RAN partic-
ipants. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the intelligent tasks that can
be done by the intelligent maintainers include checking signa-
tures and contents of received requests, validating requesters’
permissions, sharing and balancing network load, perceiving
and analyzing real-time traffic, and so forth. Intuitively, this
may prevent a significant portion of false and invalid mes-
sages from being further spread to other network nodes, reduce
the network transmission overhead, and further improve the
overall efficiency of resource sharing and trading in B-RAN.

VII. TRADING LAYER: CONTRACT-BASED TRADING

A. Key-Value Smart Contract

In this section, we develop the key-value smart contract
to reduce the cost of storing, verifying, and executing smart
contracts in B-RAN. The key-value smart contract consists of
the function part and content part (introduced in Section III-C).
The function part of a key-value contract is precompiled and
stored on the UEs of participants locally.7 Only the content
part is announced to specify the service details in a request.

To support the content verification and service calls in key-
value smart contracts, we use a smart contract compiler to
combine the content and function parts together and trans-
late the restored contract to machine-readable target programs,
i.e., machine codes. The working paradigm of the compiler is
shown in Fig. 10. For the varying contents of each received
contract, the key-value smart contract compiler will first check
their syntax, integrity, and signatures before combining them
with the function part. Then, the compiler will merge the pre-
compiled function part with the input content and generate
a fully restored executable B-RAN smart contract. Finally,
based on different execution environments, the compiler will
choose a compatible interpreter to convert the restored con-
tract to machine codes. Since the key-value smart contracts
only transmit the critical information of a request and the

7The function part defines all the digital operations of services and it can
be recorded in a block in the upper tier blockchain. New B-RAN participants
may get the function part from this block after joining B-RAN.

function part of contracts is precompiled and stored on UEs
beforehand, the network transmission and contract compilation
overhead can be remarkably reduced. Also, the content parts
are transmitted in their original format without any compres-
sion, which can facilitate quick examination and validation by
B-RAN participants.

B. FSCD

The FSCD manager is an important mechanism for quick
contract deployment. In existing blockchain platforms, par-
ticipants may worry that a service smart contract is flawed
or invalid, so an efficient way to protect their interests is to
pay expenses after the content of the smart contract has been
confirmed by the blockchain, which will lead to a lengthy
confirmation process. The FSCD manager combines with the
key-value smart contract and can accelerate contract deploy-
ment. To achieve this goal, we first set up two types of
smart contracts, namely, the root contract and contract cache.
The root contract is an unfilled content part of a key-value
smart contract. We elaborate multiple root contracts as service
request templates of various B-RAN services, in which the
service descriptions and some required fields are given. The
contract cache is a filled root contract with complete request
content.

Next, in Fig. 11, we illustrate the full working process of the
FSCD manager via a scenario where an SP provides service
to a client. The service can be establishing an eHTLC-based
channel, trading a resource, updating a role contract, and so
forth. The process includes the following steps.

1) Client A requests SP B for service. They jointly cre-
ate a transaction in which they declare the request
information, including service time, digital signatures,
and an advance service payment from the client.

2) The transaction activates the root contract, in which the
blockchain has previously recorded.

3) The root contract generates a filled contract cache with
the request information and transaction and is then sent
to intelligent maintainers.

4) Maintainers thoroughly examine the signatures and con-
tent of the contract cache, confirm the client and SP’s
permissions, and check the validity of the transaction.

5) After checking, the maintainer network assembles the
contract cache into a new block and commits it to the
B-RAN blockchain.

6) The service begins immediately after the block is con-
firmed in the blockchain. Then, the SP provides the
client with a service that meets the content of the
contract cache.

7) When the service time is over, the service fee is auto-
matically transferred from the contract cache to the SP.
Next, the contract cache creates a copy of itself with
zero balance and a “revoked” tag and commits the copy
to the blockchain to declare the end of this service.

In B-RAN, we use the FSCD on various services to reduce
service waiting time and upgrade user experience. In the above
process, the FSCD manager requires fewer block confirma-
tions, and therefore the service between two participants can
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Fig. 11. Example of an SP’s providing the service to a client using the FSCD.

Fig. 12. Structure of the IEP and the registration procedure of new DAs.

be reached more rapidly. If such services are implemented
by old ways with no service request template, the participant
has to commit its request and then pay the service fee after
confirming the validity and security of the request content.
Since the root contracts can be created and recorded by the
blockchain before service requests arrive, the service contents
declared therein can hardly be tampered with by rogue nodes,
and B-RAN participants should have ample time to review its
content and ensure the legitimacy of services. Furthermore,
suppose a malicious entity misbehaves during a service, e.g.,
overcharging service fees. In that case, the B-RAN intelligent
maintainers would identify such behaviors by comparing the
content of the root contract and contract cache and discard the
contract cache to block the service. The victim could get back
its prepaid expenses without delay since the blockchain has
not recorded the transaction and contract cache.

Fig. 13. Structure and connections in the application layer.

C. IEP

In B-RAN, we build the IEP as a public resource mar-
ket [37], [38], shown in Fig. 12. In the IEP, owners and SPs
can publish their resources and sell them to clients. The selling
resource item in the IEP contains critical information, such
as the seller’s identity, available time, and price. SPs may
also purchase or lease DAs from multiple owners to provide
convergent services.

The IEP uses multiple wireless resource pricing algo-
rithms [17], [39], [40] to help SPs and owners decide the
selling price for their DAs according to the market trend. It
can prohibit sellers from unfair competitions such as selling
overpriced resources and protect the legitimate interests of all
market participants. Besides, we devise a market regulation
mechanism to declare market rules and impose penalties on
network nodes who violate the rules, e.g., selling invalid DAs,
serving resources inconsistent with descriptions, initiating hos-
tility complaints, and spending tokens with suspicious origins.
To this end, we require all market participants to pay a certain
amount of tokens to a deposit area in the IEP contract before
they engage in any market transaction. For sellers, the amount
of deposit must be higher than the total price of their selling
DAs, and for buyers, they must use their deposit to purchase
resources. If a participant violates the market rules, the mech-
anism would launch a public arbitration via the user service
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Fig. 14. Outlines of the B-RAN resource service smart contracts in the layered prototype and Ethereum-based implementation.

Fig. 15. Size of service requests accumulates over the measurement period.

manager to confirm the violation and deduct from the deposit
as a penalty. Besides, once a participant’s deposit is lower than
a certain amount, it will be temporarily banned from market
trading.

VIII. APPLICATION LAYER: TRUSTWORTHY

CLIENT SERVICES

We design several user-oriented modules in the applica-
tion layer, such as basic user tools, trustworthy application

(a) (b)

Fig. 16. Comparison between the amount of services received and actually
processed by SPs. (a) Layered prototype. (b) Ethereum-based implementation.

programming interfaces (APIs), and standard remote proce-
dure calls (RPCs) [41], as shown in Fig. 13. The trustworthy
APIs implement a number of back-end operations for the front-
end user tools and convert between user commands and smart
contracts. The RPCs interpret the smart-contract-based data
flow between the application layer and other layers. For exam-
ple, when initiating a resource request in B-RAN, participants
may use the basic user tools to fill out service details. Then,
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Fig. 17. Distribution of the service latency in the layered prototype and Ethereum-based implementation.

the trustworthy APIs will translate these data into a key-value
smart contract and forward it to the RPCs. The RPCs finally
translate the contract into a sequence of bits and send it to the
lower layers. To better describe the usage of each basic user
tool, we categorize the tools into two groups.

1) For B-RAN Developers:
a) Test Units: We devise a set of test cases for every

module in this architecture so that the developers
may get a quick start and spot the vulnerabilities
in the codes.

b) Advanced Console: The advanced console with
command-line interfaces is designed for developers
to interact directly with the trustworthy APIs.

2) For Ordinary Users:
a) Distributed Application: The distributed applica-

tion is a program with graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) and can provide ordinary users with a full
set of visualized B-RAN data.

b) Lightweight Executable: The lightweight exe-
cutable is designed for resource-constrained mobile
devices. It is a compressed single-file application
that allows devices to use resource services and
applications in B-RAN with minimal computing
and storage costs.

IX. PROTOTYPE EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experiment Environment

According to the proposed B-RAN architecture, we imple-
ment a layered prototype using Python. Meanwhile, we also
realize an Ethereum-based implementation as a benchmark,
which uses a traditional blockchain architecture [42].8 Yet, due
to the limitations of Ethereum development tools, the Ethereum-
based implementation lacks some critical modules, such as the
key-value smart contract, FSCD, eHTLC, and intelligent main-
tainers. We demonstrate the outlines of service smart contracts
in the experiments in Fig. 14, where the layered prototype
divides the contract into an editable content part and a fixed

8The codes can be found in https://github.com/leyuwei/BRANChain.

precompiled function part. However, all codes in the Ethereum-
based implementation have to be involved in every transmission
and compilation process. All the experiments in this work are
based on a single workstation equipped with an Intel I7-8700K
processor, 16-GB RAM, and 2-TB storage.

In the experiments, we set two clients, two maintainers,
and two SPs in a local network, and all nodes are fully
connected to each other. We adopt the PoW consensus to
fairly compare the performance of the layered prototype and
Ethereum-based implementation.9 We use RLPx transmission
protocol and LevelDB for both two implementations and let
all nodes separately work on local network ports. We set the
average block time Tb to 2 s and average requested service
time Tc to 10 s, and vary the network parameters, such as the
average request interarrival time Ta, number of block confir-
mations N, number of SPs κ , the maximum number of clients
that each SP can provide services for simultaneously ι, and
traffic load ρ = [Tc/(κιTa)], to illustrate the performance.

B. Architecture Design Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate the performance of several
key architecture designs through the comparison between the
layered prototype and Ethereum-based implementation. First,
we show network traffic represented by the cumulative size
of service requests in Fig. 15. As shown in Fig. 15, the
cumulative size of service requests grows at significantly
different rates in the layered prototype and Ethereum-based
implementation. After 4000 s, the accumulated size in the
Ethereum-based implementation becomes nearly eight times
larger than that in the layered prototype. Because of the key-
value smart contracts, B-RAN resource service contracts are
optimized to record essential request information. In contrast,
the Ethereum smart contracts consist of complex application
binary interfaces and byte codes, inevitably resulting in extra
overhead during request generation and transmission.

To demonstrate the impact of intelligent maintainers, we
randomly involve 20% abnormal requests, including the ones

9Note that the permissioned consensus mechanisms (e.g., PBFT and
Tendermint) are also available and pluggable for the layered prototype.
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Fig. 18. Comparison of CPU flame graphs of the layered prototype and Ethereum-based implementation.

with illegal service terms and the ones requesting unavail-
able resources. Fig. 16 shows the number of requests that
SPs receive and actually serve. Due to the lack of node
collaboration and request inspection capabilities, miners in
the Ethereum-based implementation cannot recognize service
details and perceive service information from SPs, and thus
cannot stop abnormal requests from being spread. Therefore,
after 4000 s, the gap between the received and served
requests in the Ethereum-based implementation widens to
20%, whereas in the layered prototype, the abnormal requests
are all intercepted and discarded by intelligent maintainers.

Furthermore, we measure and visualize the service latency
distribution of the layered prototype and Ethereum-based
implementation in Fig. 17. Because the FSCD mechanism
can significantly shorten the confirmation delay in blockchain,
one can see that the service latency in the layered proto-
type is remarkably lower than that in the Ethereum-based
implementation.

C. Platform-Level Performance

1) Software Flame Graph Analysis: To illustrate the
performance improvement at the platform level, we capture the
processor’s stack traces of the maintainers, SPs, and clients,
in the layered prototype and Ethereum-based implementation
and visualize them as flame graphs. As shown in Fig. 18,
the Ethereum-based implementation suffers from a number of
issues: 1) the large plateaus indicate the existence of time-
consuming tasks; 2) high dynamic stack traces show the
presence of frequently varying function calls and intricate
code branches; 3) long resident stacks reflect complex dae-
mon designs of the implementation; and 4) tedious message

processing tasks occupy a substantial proportion of processor
resources in SPs and clients. In contrast, the layered prototype
solves these issues and ensures efficient operations. It has fine-
grained stack traces and short resident stacks, indicating the
flexible task scheduling and lightweight foundations of the
proposed architecture. Moreover, frequent small-scale tasks
in the layered prototype, e.g., processing blocks and smart
contracts, encrypting and decrypting messages, and signing
transactions, are handled by architecture mechanisms and thus
can be intelligently scheduled and rapidly completed without
continually occupying processors.

2) Hardware Resource Consumption: In Fig. 19, we show
the memory and computing resource consumption of the
layered prototype and Ethereum-based implementation. We
start the maintainer, SP, and client in tandem and monitor
their resource consumption. In Fig. 19(a), after initiation, the
memory usage of the Ethereum-based implementation keeps
rising and finally stabilizes at 6.16 GB, whereas the value
of the layered prototype stabilizes at approximately 1.46 GB
which is almost a quarter of the Ethereum’s. In terms of com-
puting resource consumption shown in Fig. 19(b), the layered
prototype occupies a lower amount of computing resources
than the Ethereum-based implementation at the initiation stage.
Since they both use the resource-consuming PoW consensus,
their computing resource usage both float around 30% after
B-RAN services begin. However, the consumption curve of
the layered prototype is more “stable” than the Ethereum-
based implementation, which verifies the conclusion in the
above flame graph analysis.

3) Effect of SP Virtualization: We present the pooling
effect in B-RAN brought by the VSP with regard to the
throughput and service latency, based on the layered prototype.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 19. Resource consumption of different node roles over the measurement period. (a) Memory usage. (b) Computing resource usage.

Fig. 20. Service latency under varying traffic load ρ.

Fig. 20 compares the service latency in the networks with dif-
ferent numbers of SPs, and each SP can provide services for at
most four clients simultaneously. One can observe that more

Fig. 21. Normalized effective network capacity under different number of
SPs κ .

SPs, i.e., a larger network, can significantly reduce service
latency, which shows the benefits from pooling in B-RAN.

Furthermore, in Fig. 21, we demonstrate the effective
network capacity between networks with different numbers
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of SPs. The effective network capacity is defined as the max-
imum request arrival rate λa = 1/Ta satisfying the constraint
of delay-violation probability Pr{D ≥ dmax} ≤ ε, where
D ≥ dmax means the client request waits for a delay longer
than dmax and ε is set to 0.2. For comparing the performance
between networks, we normalize the effective network capac-
ity by the number of SPs. Under varying dmax and N, more
SPs will distinctly increase the normalized effective network
capacity. The results firmly support the effectiveness of a pre-
liminary remark that larger shared networks are more efficient
and productive [20].

X. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have established a unified architecture
with enhanced efficiency, security, compatibility, and flexi-
bility for resource sharing and trading in B-RAN for future
6G wireless networks. The developed architecture includes six
layers and incorporates a number of novel features, such as
enhanced blockchain structures, secure interaction methods,
efficient service mechanisms, and scalable transaction pat-
terns. Starting from blockchain components and data storage
to blockchain-based mechanisms and user interfaces, we have
designed a number of pluggable modules in each layer to sup-
port diverse functions, services, and applications of resource
sharing and trading for various network entities, such as com-
munication infrastructures, IoT devices, and wireless service
equipment. We have proposed several lightweight designs,
such as portable databases and key-value smart contracts. We
have also exploited several modules for improving the effi-
ciency of resource sharing and trading, i.e., FSCD, multihop
trading mechanism, and intelligent maintainers. To enhance
the scalability and security, we have designed the eHTLC,
VSP, IEP, pluggable consensus, and permission manager.
Finally, based on the proposed architecture, we have imple-
mented a portable, energy-efficient prototype using Python
and conducted several experiments against an Ethereum-based
implementation. The experiment results have shown a distinct
superiority of the developed architecture in terms of trans-
mission overhead, node collaboration, resource consumption,
service latency, throughput, and network pooling of resource
sharing and trading in B-RAN. The concepts of endogenous
lightweight, inherent security, and demand-adaptive design
adopted in the proposed architecture can be applied to future
blockchain studies and projects.
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